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Abstract
The focus of the article is centered on society through the prism of communication. Modern data extraction and
information retrieval methods allow building a new vision of communicative process. The article is focused on
the example of language idiom representations and omnibus survey, which help concentrate on the most stable
human society ways of expression. There is also an attempt to carry out a comparative analysis of social features
of the East and the West with the help of on-line national languages’ corpuses. Omnibus survey results testify to
the fact that low income people are reluctant to admit the influence of idioms on their day-to-day communicative
practices, while rich people stress the significance of stable communicative formulae in their life. Societies are
described through their attitude to labor, expressed in the idioms with a ‘hand’ component. With the help of
electronic linguistic corpuses (Corpus of the Internet and business Chinese), KOTONOHA (Balanced Corpus of
Contemporary Written Japanese), BNC (British National Corpus), COCA (Corpus of Contemporary American
English) the research analyzes labor stereotypes on the basis of idiom frequency indexes. In practice the results
of this study can be implemented in a special socio-cultural dictionary, where the most frequent idioms are given
as social stereotypes and the most powerful symbolic tools of influence and manipulation. The results of these
findings are relevant to multicultural societies, migration adaptation practices and global business development.
The research results have been processed into a database, marked with the Rospatent Certificate (№ 2013620397,
dated 03/13/2013. Rightholder: Limited Liability Company 'Content-Press' (RU). First Author: Yakovlev Igor
Gennadievich (RU). Second Author: Zavyalova Natalya Alekseevna (RU)).
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1. Introduction
For more than 6000 years society members have been channeling themselves through communication – from
cave paintings to Facebook pages content. As S. Benhabib has masterfully formulated: ‘To be and to become a
self is to insert oneself into webs of interlocution’ (Benhabib, 2002). Sociology uses a number of communicative
methods, based on interviewing people (see Lamont & Swidler, 2014).
The approach is based on the assumption that for sociological purposes it is possible to concentrate on analyzing
the language itself, rather than employing it as a useful tool. But the world of language is vast. Which language
items are of primary importance for describing social mechanics? The proposed answer is the domain of idioms,
as they represent culture connotations, codes and symbols, describing the ideas of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ in every
society. In his spectacular work Jeffrey C. Alexander specified the road, taken by the notion of Holocaust from
the simple idiom of ‘atrocities of war’ to the Testament idiom ‘the dominant evil of our time’ (Alexander, 2003).
With the help of Serelex system of semantically related words (Panchenko et al., 2013) a list of semantically
related words to the head word ‘idiom’ was extracted (see Graph 1).
The figure demonstrates that idioms have been a part of society life for centuries, dating back to Gregorian
chants and up to such exclamations as: eeee, ooooh and programming idioms in the 21st century.
Though society members are reluctant to admit the fact that they are governed by idiomatic stereotypes, it is
possible to insist on the assumption that moral standards, fixed in idioms, are transferred from generation to
generation. They perform the function of prior impressions, which affect our present perception: ‘in every case
the perceptual process is the same: Prior experience colors perception’ (Goldstein et al., 2008). The hypothesis is
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that societties neglect thee importance oof idiomatic sttereotypes in thheir day-to-daay life, though they are drive
en by
them.

Figure 1. Idiom representation withhin the web of ssemantically reelated words: hhttp://serelex.ccental.be/#idio
om
(retrieveed: 04/21/20144).
The figuree demonstratess that idioms have been a part of societyy life for centturies, dating back to Gregorian
chants andd up to such exxclamations as: eeee, ooooh aand programm
ming idioms inn the 21st centuury.
Though soociety memberrs are reluctannt to admit thee fact that theey are governeed by idiomatiic stereotypes, it is
possible too insist on thee assumption tthat moral staandards, fixed in idioms, are transferred ffrom generatio
on to
generationn. They perform
m the functionn of prior imprressions, whicch affect our ppresent percepttion: ‘in every case
the percepptual process iss the same: Prior experience colors percepttion’ (Goldsteiin et al., 2008)). The hypothesis is
that societties neglect thee importance oof idiomatic sttereotypes in thheir day-to-daay life, though they are drive
en by
them.
ms with the ‘h
hand’
The seconnd stage of the theory is devoted to societaal important annalysis of laboor related idiom
componennt through a crooss-cultural prrism. Represenntatives of diffferent societiess express theirr ideas accordin
ng to
universal pparameters of their body. Thhus, it is produuctive to analyzze societies, paying attentionn to both: poin
nts of
similarity and differencees, expressed in stereotypes w
with body com
mponents. ‘Hannd’ componennt idioms assist to a
better undderstanding of labor represenntations in diffferent culturess. This vision is very imporrtant for irradiating
occupationnal imbalancess (Ankudinov & Lebedev, 20013).
2. Data an
nd Methods
Stage 1. Inn order to provve the fact thatt people neglecct the influencce of idioms inn their lives an omnibus survey in
cooperatioon with ‘Yuri Levada
L
Analyttical Center’ w
was conductedd. Levada centeer carries out nnationwide polls in
Russian Federation, whiich are based on a represenntative sample of 1600 peopple over 18+ ffrom 130 sampling
points acrooss 45 regions of Russian Feederation.
The samplle did not incluude the Chechen and Ingushh Republics, ass well as remotte and sparselyy populated reg
gions
of the Faar North (Nennets, Yamal-N
Nenets, Taimyyr Autonomouus Region, thee Evenki Auttonomous Disstrict,
Kamchatkka, Chukotka, Sakhalin
S
Oblaast). There werre 9 Russian aareas, totally excluded from consideration.. The
adult popuulation in the excluded
e
areass did not exceed 4 %. Residdents of small settlements w
with a populatio
on of
less than 550 people (abbout 0.8 % off the adult poppulation of Ruussia), the millitary (about 00.8 % of the adult
populationn of Russia), the
t person in custody or deetention during the investiggation (about 00.8 % of the adult
populationn of Russia), as
a well as hom
meless peoplee (up to 1.5 % of the adult population off Russia) were
e not
included too the survey.
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In each federal district independently all the primary sampling units were divided into strata according to their
population number:
1. The city of more than 1 million people;
2. The town numbering from 500 thousand to 1 million people;
3. The town numbering from 100 thousand to 500 thousand people;
4. Urban settlements of up to 100 thousand people ;
5. Villages.
These 5 categories were further subdivided into smaller groups. Given the characteristics of population
distribution in the regions 36 strata were formed. The total sample (1,600 respondents) was distributed
proportionally among all strata of the adult population in each stratum. The number of primary sampling units
was determined from the restrictions on the average number of respondents in the same town / rural area (7-13
respondents).
The central survey question was as follows: ‘Do you use common routine expressions, quotations from films and
public speeches of famous people, bad language set expressions in your day-to-day life’? All these linguistic
terms are referred to the domain of idioms in Russian. Parallel to this question Levada center obtained the
information about the financial situation of the respondents. Their second question concerned the respondents’
affordability to purchase goods.
Stage 2. The next stage of the analysis was devoted to on-line language corpus information extraction. With the
help of electronic linguistic corpuses (Corpus of the Internet and business Chinese), KOTONOHA (Balanced
Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese), BNC (British National Corpus), COCA (Corpus of Contemporary
American English) body stereotypes were analyzed on the basis of idiom frequency indexes. The ‘hand’
component is a common part of body idioms and it manifests actions, labor instruments and working agents’
relationships.
For the analysis of the ability to act there was decided to describe idioms with a ‘hand’ component in Chinese,
Japanese and English. Most frequent idioms are viewed as the best examples of action strategies, which
represent the action ‘self’ of the nation. Action stereotypes were singled out; they are viewed as a core
component of social national standards. Operating with huge masses of information, stored in corpuses, provides
a researcher with a reliable ground for making conclusions. The most frequent idioms are the ones, preferred by
national society representatives.
3. Analysis and Results
Stage 1. Consider the omnibus survey results with the help of table 1 and graph 2. The results reflect yes/no
answers to the question ‘Do you use common routine expressions, quotations from films and public speeches of
famous people, bad language set expressions in your day-to-day life?’ The table also describes the purchasing
power of the respondents.
Table 1. Omnibus survey results, obtained in February, 2014 in Russian Federation by Yuri Levada Analytical
center.
Total

only food

food and clothes

expensive utensils

a car

Total

1603

211

851

467

75

1, yes %

43,1

39,4

42,9

43,5

52,9

2, no %

56,8

60,6

56,8

56,5

47,1

The survey results demonstrate that the balance of ‘yes/no’ answers is fairly equal. 43,1% of respondents
admitted the fact that they were using idioms in their day-to-day life, while 56,8 % answered negatively. Though
the number of positive answers is high enough, there was assumed that every second person in Russian
Federation refused to admit the importance of idioms in his/her social discourse. The difference is striking in the
poorest segment of the survey group, members of which can afford to buy only food. On the contrary, in the
richest segment the difference is not rigid.
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Figure 2. Omnibus survey results, obtained in February, 2014 in Russian Federation by Yuri Levada Analytical
center.

From the first stage of their life people are driven by idioms in the process of socialization. ‘While a child might
get by in the world without ever using the passive, or even a common lexical item like ball, the child who does
not learn to say hi, thanks, and goodbye will become a despised member of society. Anything that can have such
an effect cannot be unimportant’ (Greif & Gleanson, 1980).
Stage 2. The subject matter at this stage is cross-cultural corpus analysis of idioms with a ‘hand’ component.
The stage starts with the analysis of Chinese idioms. For analyzing Chinese idioms’ frequencies the research
used Chinese corpus of Leeds University. Each idiom was provided with the frequency index, illustrating its
usage frequency in the Internet and business Chinese. The results are as follows.
Bái2 shŏu3 qĭ3 jiā1 – «to build a house with white hands» – build up from nothing, from scratch [the Internet –
291; business Chinese – 300]. Dà4 shŏu3 dà4 jiăo3 – «a big hand, a big foot» – to be extravagant [the Internet –
221; business Chinese – 247]. Gū zhăng nán míng – «one hand can’t clap» – hard to achieve by oneself [the
Internet – 38; business Chinese – 30].
Chinese idioms with the highest frequencies. Qū zhĭ kĕ shŭ – «can be counted on the fingers» – can be counted
on the fingers, very few [the Internet – 427; business Chinese – 373]. Ài4 bù4 shì4 shŏu3 – «to love, not
releasing hands» – to be attached, to love passionately [the Internet – 574; business Chinese – 250].
The analysis shows that hands’ skills are marked positively in Chinese society and culture. Both hands are
viewed as a source of revenues, achievements and success. On the contrary, one hand is perceived as a
disadvantage. Unique skills, which can be counted on fingers, are viewed as a substantial bonus.
Japanese idioms have been analyzed with the help of KOTONOHA on-line corpus of modern written Japanese.
It submits the contexts of a considerable time period between 1880 to 2008. Let’s discuss the results of the
research.
Sen te-o toru – «to take an earlier hand» – to be the first, to go ahead [26 contexts from 1920 to 2008. Male
contexts – 16, female contexts – 4]. Tanagokoro-o kaesu yo:-ni – «as if to turn the palms» – effortlessly, very
easy, with shut eyes [3 contexts from 1900 to 1940. Male contexts – 4].
Japanese idioms with the highest frequencies. Oku-no te – «the hand from the mystery» – the last resort [51
contexts from 1890 to 2008. Male contexts – 34, female contexts – 12]. Sen te-o utsu – «to take an earlier hand»
– to be the first, to go ahead [73 contexts from 1910 to 2008. Male contexts – 53, female contexts – 14].
According to Japanese standards, expressed in idioms, it is possible to assume that ‘hand’ is viewed as the source
of positive action, resulting in advancement and progress. It is also viewed as a violent threat instrument in fights.
It is critical to have an ‘an earlier hand’, or ‘flowers in both hands’. ‘The hand from the mystery’ is viewed as a
secret tool, sophisticated mechanism, operating behind the scenes.
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The researchers used British (BNC) and American (COCA) corpuses to analyze English idioms. The results are
as follows.
Hand in hand – [BNC – 274; COCA – 1143 (2012-1990)]. To bind hand – [BNC – 7; COCA – 23 (2012-1990)].
Hand and glove – [BNC – 0; COCA – 6 (2009-1993)]. To catch smb. red-handed – [BNC – 36; COCA – 137
(2012-1990)].
British and American idioms with the highest frequencies.
A helping hand – [BNC – 119; COCA – 372 (2012-1990)]. The upper hand – [BNC – 119; COCA – 707
(2012-1990)]. Out of hand – [BNC – 372; COCA – 1442 (2012-1990)]. At hand – [BNC – 475; COCA – 3341
(2012-1990)].
British and American people value assistance and power. They stress the operational side of a hand and like to
have things within a hand’s reach.
4. Discussion
The research demonstrates that there are various theoretical and practical implications of the analysis. The
survey is limited to idioms. Idioms are not simple words; they represent road maps, according to which society is
functioning. Though many society members, especially those with low income, refuse to admit the fact that they
use such words in their day-to-day life.
As any information system, the system of social communicative signs can be described in terms of mathematical
laws. The central idea is that idioms should be analyzed within the framework of information maximum. The
principle of information maximum firstly appeared in the works by Shannon (et. al, 1963) and later it was
developed by Soviet and Russian scholars (see Golytsin & Petrov, 2005): ‘the system tries to find such response
y, which enables the maximum of useful information about the given stimuli x ’.
L (X,Y) = H (Y) – H (Y/X) – ß R (X,Y) → max,
where H (Y) – the entropy of the system’s conditions, H (Y/X) – the entropy of the system’s mistakes and its
reactions to outer stimuli, R (X,Y) – the average consumption of the system’s resource in Y condition within all
X environmental conditions, аnd ß – the indicator of the system’s deficit (ß=0, when the system has an unlimited
energy resource, и ß=1 when the system has a very big energy deficit)” (Ibid.).
According to the described above principle, all informational systems develop within 3 main strategies:
THE PRINCIPLE OF INFORMATION MAXIMUM

Tendency A

Tendency B

Tendency C

Expansion

Idealization

Resource Saving

Expansion is realized through new varieties and numbers of environmental conditions, in which the analyzed
system can exist. This tendency is sometimes called ‘searching behavior’ tendency H (Y). While idealization is
concentrated on the tendency to minimize the system’s mistakes entropy, idealization is sometimes known as the
‘conservative behavior’ tendency H (Y/X). It is achieved mainly through the repetition of the best variants.
Resource saving is realized in 2 possible ways: 1) minimizing the resource spent R (X,Y); 2) minimizing the
indicator of the system’s deficit ß by means of resource growth. The research is limited to the analysis of
Chinese, Japanese, American, British and American idioms, their strategies of idealization, reflected in the most
frequent idioms.
‘Hand’ component is viewed as something very important in every society under analysis. This results in the
idea that there is no critical difference in moral judgment of actions and labor in different cultures. Unique
skillful labor is always positively marked and viewed as a substantial benefit. Hand color is of significant
importance and differs from culture to culture. While ‘red-handed’ component in Chinese is synonymous to an
open and fair action, it is viewed negatively as an evidence of crime and evil in Anglo-Saxon communicative
discourse. The number of fingers is of much relevance, as well. Exclusive phenomena are viewed through the
number of fingers in Chinese and Japanese cultures. The position and order of hands is culturally significant.
Usually ‘upper’ and ‘earlier’ positions are analogues to success and power.
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5. Summary
Representatives of different cultures express their ideas according to universal parameters of their body
perception. Thus it is more productive to analyze societies, paying attention to points of similarity, rather than
concentrating on slight differences, expressed in false stereotypes. ‘The basis for all stereotyping is the
differential perception of groups. Without such differentiation between groups, stereotyping cannot occur’
(Hamilton et al., 1986). J. Wilson stresses that stereotypes ‘… have been shown to be remarkably resilient to
change’ (Wilson, 2006). Despite this fact, it is possible to assume that it is very important to concentrate on the
common anthropological basis of humankind, fixed in communicative idioms, which testifies to the fact, that it is
hard to draw a sharp line of demarcation among representatives of different societies.
In practice the results of this study can be implemented in a special socio-cultural dictionary (see Zavyalova,
2013), where the most frequent idioms are given as social stereotypes and the most powerful symbolic tools of
influence and manipulation. The practical implications of the study lie within the domain of social influence area,
driven by communicative idiomatic stereotypes and the problem of meaning in sociology (see Berezin, 2014).
The theoretical value of this research is the expansion of idiom status, whose role for the society analysis has
been minimized to purely linguistic phenomena. The research proceeds from the idea that idioms are social in
nature. Thus, their careful analysis adds to the profound understanding of social life and economic environment,
as A. Samuels rightfully put it ‘disputes concerning human nature underlie many debates on economic theory’
(Samuels, 2014). The results of these findings are relevant to multicultural societies, migration adaptation
practices and global business development. Further research should contribute to analysis of expansion and
resource saving strategies.
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